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Abstract

Emotion is expressed by prosodic cues, and this study uses the ac-
tive interactive Genetic Algorithm to search a wide space for SAD

and ANGRY parameters of intensity, F0, and duration in percep-
tual resynthesis experiments with users. This method avoids large
recorded databases and is flexible for exploring prosodic emotion
parameters. Solutions from multiple runs are analyzed graphically
and statistically. Average results indicate parameter evolution by
emotion, and appear more distinct for SAD. Solutions are quite
successfully classified by CART, with duration as main predictor.
Index Terms: emotions, prosody, interactive evolution, aiGA.

1. Introduction
Emotion is expressed by prosodic cues, but their interplay is
an open question, which is complicated by a challenging search
space. Common procedure for emotional speech research depends
on recording and analyzing large databases. Instead, this work
uses the active interactive Genetic Algotihm (aiGA) [1] to evolve
emotional prosody in perceptual resynthesis experiments. Within
this framework, fundamental parameters of emotional prosody be-
come an optimization problem, approximated by searching per-
ceptual space of listeners via interactive feedback. In contrast to
unit or parameter estimation based on emotional speech databases,
e.g. [2] [3], the method only requires NEUTRAL utterances as start-
ing point, and user preferences guide the direction of the efficient
aiGA. Thus, there is no need to record large emotion databases,
and parameter findings are not limited to what is found in data; in-
stead models evolve more freely, as permitted by imposed bounds.
Results from an initial experiment on 1-word utterances with the
goal to evolve ANGRY and SAD speech are analyzed, and indi-
cate that aiGA evolves prosodic parameters by emotion. Solutions’
emotion targets are also quite well predicted by a CART model.

2. Related work
Modifications in F0, intensity, and duration are facets of emotional
prosody [4]. While ANGER is often characterized by increased
speech rate, F0, and intensity, SADNESS is assumed marked by op-
posite behavior e.g. [5]. Other features have been suggested, but
with less evidence, e.g. voice quality [6]. Synthesizing emotional
speech has been attempted with various techniques [7]. EmoS-
peak [8] allows manual manipulation of many parameters with an
interesting dimensional interface, but parameters were fitted to a
database and literature. An interesting study drew on a Spanish
emotional speech corpus for Catalan emotional prosody [9].

Despite much previous work, emotional profiles remain un-
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Monosyllabic sas, bem, face, tan
Bisyllabic barlet, person, cherry, tantan
Trisyllabic bubelos, strawberry, customer, tantantan

Table 1: Words used as resynthesis basis

r [10]. Fresh work may contribute to increased understanding
motional prosody, and the suggested approach rephrases the
arch question as: on average, how is a particular emotion best
ered in synthetic speech? A step has been taken before toward
tured search [11], but seemed to use a simple iGA, which ig-
s important considerations in interactive computation such as
fatigue and flexible targets [12] [13]. GAs [14] are iterative

ch procedures that resemble natural adaptation phenomena. Is-
and applications in interactive evolutionary computation have
surveyed [12], as have recent advances in aiGA theory [13].

A has been successful for speech, by interactively estimating
functions for unit-selection TTS [1]; aiGA ensured high intra-
consistency in subjective evaluations and decreased user eval-
ns compared to a simple iGA, i.e. combating user fatigue.

3. Experimental design
ractive evaluation was used to evolve emotional prosody with

developed by [13] [1]. In each run, a user’s feedback guided
rocess to estimate performance and evolve a synthetic model
nd what was presented to the user (for details, cf. [1]). AiGA
med variable independence and built a probabilistic model, in
case based on a population of normal distributions1 with the
DAc algorithm [16]. The output of each run r was an evolved
hetic normal model (μr, σr) for each prosodic variable.
In this experiment, users listened to and evaluated pairs of
nthesized utterances. The aiGA had parameter vectors or in-
uals with prosodic parameters for resynthesizing 1-word ut-
ces. Each individual had 3 values for Int (intensity), F0

an F0), and Dur (total duration; i.e. word tempo) ∈ [0, 1], en-
d as proportions deviating from the original NEUTRAL word at
with truncation applied if the synthetic model evolved beyond
]. Each run had 3 iterations, which [1] found sufficient, and a
evaluated 22 pairs of sounds in a run. Individuals were initial-
randomly with a different seed for each day of the experiment,
pt that one individual’s values were set according to trends in

literature for each emotion (see sec. 2). The search space for
variable was delimited by upper and lower bounds, cf. Table
justed to the original voice to avoid unnatural speech.

Conversion between actual values for resynthesis and their
esponding proportion in [0, 1], as encoded for the aiGA by in-

Listeners agree cross-culturally [15] above chance on ANGRY vs. SAD

ch, which supports normality. The true distribution remains unknown.
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Variable Unit Min Max
Sound Int dB 69 83
Mean F0 mel (Hz) 124 (139) 227 (282)
Total Dur ratio 0.70 (shorter) 1.80 (longer)

Table 2: Upper and lower limits on word-level prosodic properties

dividuals’ variables, was done with an approximation, where 0.5
represented the NEUTRAL original sound used as resynthesis basis,
0 corresponded to the minimum and 1 to the maximum allowed (cf.
Table 2). Each user-evaluation was a tournament that involved lis-
tening to 2 resynthesized 1-word utterances, and selecting the one
which the user felt best portrayed the target emotion, or indicating
a draw. To further avoid user fatigue, the word for a tournament
was chosen at random from a set of 4 NEUTRAL words, then resyn-
thesized given 2 individuals’ parameters, and the resulting pair of
sounds presented to the user. The original words used as resyn-
thesis basis, cf. Table 1, came from NEUTRAL declarative utter-
ances recorded from a female US English speaker. Words were
controlled for syllable length but not for segmental makeup, since
emotional prosody should generalize beyond the micro-level.2

Resynthesis was done with two parallel Praat [17] implemen-
tations, and individuals were resynthesized on the fly in a step-
wise process before each tournament, with the aiGA running in
the background and regulating resynthesis parameters, user tour-
naments, and computation of performance. Except for variable
input implementation, the model was constructed with future ex-
periments on multiple-word utterances with local word-level en-
coding in mind. Thus, it involved separate resynthesis at the word
level with a final concatenation-resynthesis component.

Interactive experiments involved 2 males and 2 females; all
highly proficient in English, with either Swedish (3) or Spanish
(1) as native language. Over 10 different days (within a 20-day
period), they completed two blocks of 3 SAD tasks and 3 ANGRY

task, with an intermediate short break, for each day, i.e. SAD and

2Resynthesis is quite robust with some F0 or Int inconsistencies (per-
haps due to automatic tracking); deemed noninvasive by listening and com-
pared to variability by user, voice, word. Dur could partly evolve with more
stability. Also, due to client browser, a few runs were pruned and restarted.
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RY target emotions in combination with either monosyllabic,
isyllabic, or trisyllabic word types. The 10 day replicas were
e to not overload users and keep them alert, and to reduce
cts from random initialization or daily moods. Emotion per-
ion is subjective, so averaged results across runs are of main
rest. A web interface was used for user experiments. Post-
back indicated contentment, but some felt 10 days was a bit
, or worried slightly about consistency or desensitization, or
ANGRY was not as distinct as SAD. One person felt SAD had a
ading” quality, and that some sounds reflected a nicer voice.

4. Results and discussion
each run r of the 4 ∗ 10 ∗ 6 = 240 completed runs, the val-
(with proportion encoding) for Int, F0 and Dur for its final
individual and final evolved synthetic model (i.e. evolved μr

σr) were extracted with a python script, with matlab6.1
for plotting and statistics. The data set of best individuals is
eforth called BI, and for evolved synthetic models ESM. The
ysis intended to clarify that emotions’ variables yielded dis-
t prosodic profiles, that aiGA was indeed evolving emotional
ody (i.e. not prosody by syllabic type), and what the averaged
odic models were. The results representing the overall distri-
on of runs, based on ESM for the individual prosodic variables,
in Figs. 1 - 2, given proportion encoding ∈ [0, 1] with trunca-
. The curves can be seen as representing the overall distribu-
(μ∗, σ∗) for the variables Int, F0, Dur, respectively, where

∑
r μr

n
, and σ∗ =

√ ∑
r σ2

r
n

, where n is the number of runs
mpleted (e.g. for SAD runs n = 120, or for monosyllabic
80). The pooled standard deviation σ∗ is an estimate of the

er population P (with unseen ANGRY/SAD cases). In contrast,
sample standard deviation s is larger, and this difference may
ue to the number of runs being quite small. For completeness,
grams over the μr sample are also included.3

Some columns may partially hide others.
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Figure 1: Overall distributions (μ∗, σ∗) for intensity, F0, or duration show partly or fully separated curves by emotions SAD and ANGRY.
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Figure 2: Overall distribution (μ∗, σ∗) for intensity, F0, or duration show overlapping curves for syllabic type.
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Fig. 1 shows that the overall distribution separates emotions,
with some overlap for Int and F0, but not for Dur. As expected, the
mean of Dur was shorter for ANGRY speech, and longer for SAD.
For the mean of Int, the relative position of emotions to each other
was as expected, but SAD was at the NEUTRAL middle. The mean
of F0 showed opposite behavior than the majority literature, with
slightly decreased near NEUTRAL F0 for ANGRY, but increased F0
for SAD. In contrast, syllabic types do not separate, cf. Fig. 2, and
thus, do not seem to make a difference for average behavior.

When resynthesizing words with μ∗ values, SAD appeared
more distinct than ANGRY,4 and ANGRY differed mildly from
NEUTRAL, although certain words seemed angrier. Better SAD

synthetic speech has been noted before [9]. The ANGRY emotion
family may also be more diverse, and thus vary more.

Beyond isolated variables, Fig. 3(a-b) visualize runs in 3D as
points in proportion encoding for 3 dimensions (Int, F0, and Dur)
for BI and ESM (truncated μr values for ESM).5 Despite outliers,
and quite large estimated s for an emotion given its points and di-
mensions,6 Fig. 3(a) indicates a trend of 2 clouds of points by emo-
tion, which again contrasts with non-separation by syllabic type in
3(b). Albeit a run’s ESM and BI points do not necessarily occur at
same place, overall clouds seem similar for ESM and BI in 3(a).7

Next, for each prosodic variable, 2-way ANOVAs were done at
95% confidence level for data sets BI and ESM (with truncation),

4Resynthesis (incl. variation) by system with μ∗ values:
http://www.linguistics.uiuc.edu/grads/ebbaalm/aiGApilot/
aiGApilot MU-STAR.zip.

5Note as caution that 3D plots are merely descriptive, and may be visu-
ally misinforming due to dimensionality, scaling, or point overlap.

6For example, for BI ssad = 0.32, sang = 0.43 when semotioni
=√

s2
Intemotioni

+ s2
F0emotioni

+ s2
Duremotioni

716% of BI ANGRY equaled the individual set to literature values.
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wed by a multiple comparison for significant main factors
ng matlab6.1’s anova2 and multcompare). Multiple
parison did not consider interactions and should be interpreted
caution. Results are in Table 3. The first test considered sylla-

ypes and emotions, and only the emotion factor showed signif-
t difference. Interactions were not significant, and perceptual
rences appeared due to emotion, and not to syllable type. The
nd test covered users (persons A, B, C and D) and emotions.
in, for all variables, emotion was a significant factor. For F0
Dur user was also significant, and interaction between factors
always significant. The third test regarded users and emotion-
ble type task. The emotion-syllable type task was a significant

or, and so were interactions (except for Int in ESM), as were
s for, again, F0 and Dur. Multiple comparisons showed that all
grouped by emotion, and for the second and third tests, person
linguist expert, was involved when user was a significant fac-

Feedback indicated A decided more analytically; novice users
be less “contaminated” by formal knowledge. However, user

act remains a point for further research since significant inter-
ns were observed which are not yet well understood, and only
ers were involved. Table 4 shows user behavior by emotion,
odic variable (truncated μr for ESM), and data set, and indi-
s its complexity. Variation is quite noticeable, but Dur appears
varied for most subjects, at least for SAD.
CART (as implemented by M. Riley) was used on BI and ESM
ee how far the binary distinction between SAD and ANGRY

els obtained from runs could be learned, and to inspect what
ures supported prediction. Each example, labeled either SAD

NGRY, had proportions for intensity, F0, and duration as fea-
s (non-truncated μr for ESM).8 Mean precision, recall, and

Only 1 ESM fold had a decision node with value beyond [0, 1] range.
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Figure 3: Runs for BI (BEST) vs. ESM (SYNT) in 3D indicate trends for two clouds by emotion (a), but not by syllable type (b).

Tst# Var. Fact1 Fact2 #Rep. Model Sig. Fact1 Sig. Fact2 Sig. Interac. multcompare diff. (sig. main Fact.)
1 Int syl (3) em (2) 40 BI � SAD vs. ANG
1 Int syl (3) em (2) 40 ESM � SAD vs. ANG
1 F0 syl (3) em (2) 40 BI � SAD vs. ANG
1 F0 syl (3) em (2) 40 ESM � SAD vs. ANG
1 Dur syl (3) em (2) 40 BI � SAD vs. ANG
1 Dur syl (3) em (2) 40 ESM � SAD vs. ANG

2 Int user (4) em (2) 30 BI � � SAD vs. ANG
2 Int user (4) em (2) 30 ESM � � SAD vs. ANG
2 F0 user (4) em (2) 30 BI � � � SAD vs. ANG; A vs. BCD
2 F0 user (4) em (2) 30 ESM � � � SAD vs. ANG; A vs. B
2 Dur user (4) em (2) 30 BI � � � SAD vs. ANG; AC vs. BD
2 Dur user (4) em (2) 30 ESM � � � SAD vs. ANG

3 Int user (4) syl-em (6) 10 BI � �
3 Int user (4) syl-em (6) 10 ESM �
3 F0 user (4) syl-em (6) 10 BI � � �
3 F0 user (4) syl-em (6) 10 ESM � � � (same as in test 2)
3 Dur user (4) syl-em (6) 10 BI � � �
3 Dur user (4) syl-em (6) 10 ESM � � �

Table 3: ANOVAs showed that emotion was always significant, but syllabic type was not. User (persons A, B, C, D) was significant for F0, Dur, with interactions. � indicates
significant p-values (Int = intensity, Dur = duration, syl = syllabic types, em = emotions, BI = final best individual, ESM = final evolved synthetic model, ANG = angry)
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Em-model Mean prec. Mean recall Mean F % non-unique exs.
ANG-ESM 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.05 (3 types)
ANG-BI 0.95 0.91 0.92 0.28 (7 types)
SAD-ESM 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.05 (3 types)
SAD-BI 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.26 (8 types)

Table 5: 10-fold cross validation means from CART classifying SAD and ANGRY
evolved synthetic models (ESM) and best individuals (BI). Data set had 240 instances,
i.e. 24 test examples in each fold. Mean results are well above the 50% baseline.

F-score based on 10-fold cross validation are in Table 5.9 Interest-
ingly, despite the sample variation, on average CART performed
well above the 50% naı̈ve baseline at distinguishing SAD and AN-
GRY instances. For ESM, 0.9 mean precision, 0.88 mean recall,
and 0.88 mean F-score was obtained for both SAD and ANGRY

predictions. For BI, performance even increased slightly, which
may relate to BI having more repeated feature vectors, cf. col. 5
in Table 5. Inspection of decision trees showed that duration was
mostly used as sole predictor. 5 ESM folds also used F0 for predic-
tions, but intensity was not used. This may indicate a hierarchy of
prosodic feature importance, and that some features may be sub-
ject to and show more vs. less variability; future work will clarify.

5. Conclusion
Given an initial study of 1-word utterances, the efficient aiGA was
used to obtain average models of emotional prosody in interactive
resynthesis experiments, with sadness appearing more distinct. At
this point, microprosody and syllabic length appear less important,
which supports word-level encoding, although some words seem
better rendered than others with averaged solution, and user influ-
ence requires more work. Future experiments will include more
users, longer utterances, and more emotions. Evaluating solutions
for emotion recognition and naturalness could also be interesting.
To conclude, aiGA has potential for evolving emotional prosody.
Analysis indicated that average intensity, F0 and duration behaved
differently for the 2 emotions, and F0 showed an interesting op-
posite behavior than expected. Moreover, 3D plotting indicated
trends by emotion, and CART models showed that emotion solu-
tions across runs were predictable to quite high degree, with dura-
tion appearing most indicative for prediction.
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Table 4: Users’ means by emotion for BI and ESM (sample standard deviation in parenthesis; n=30 replicas).
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